Lulzbot Mini 3D Desktop Printer

Print a 3D object. Really.

Don’t be fooled by “mini”. This award-winning premium desktop 3D printer is ideal for any level of expertise and user. Use a variety of open-source software, whether it’s in Spark Studio or at home, and make your creations come to life. Use Lulzbot’s own software to create, edit, load, scale, orient, and slice your model.

Please view the filament menu, pricing sheet, and user guide before selecting a project.

Specifications:
- Print volume: 6.0 x 6.0 x 6.2 inches
- Use open-source software at home, or in Spark Studio
- Really awesome

Accessories:
Available, Included, & Necessary
- EVLD Staff member
- Minimum 2 hours work time
- Filament choice & price sheet
- Acrylic case to safely watch your project print

Learn from the professionals!
Watch video tutorials from the pros to learn the basics, get project ideas, and more!
Visit: www.evld.org
Click on “Databases” Look for Lynda!

Get started:
1) Download (100%, totally) free projects to print at www.thingiverse.com
2) Want to make a copy or recreate a small object you already have? Use our Matter & Form 3D Scanner to render an image for printing!
3) Use Lulzbot’s own software, Cura, and AutoCAD provided by Spark Studio!